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Found Narrative 
a touring exhibition of contemporary textiles 
by the untethered fibre artists inc

Since 2014, the artists of untethered have 
been working together as a collective 
of like-minded creatives who have 
chosen to push, prod and manipulate 
traditionally accepted boundaries of 
fibre-based arts practice.  

Originating in NSW, the group has as 
its basis a shared love and passion for 
textile.  untethered’s ethos of creative 
support for one another fosters an 
environment in which members are 
encouraged to grow as artists, creatively 
and professionally.

For each untethered exhibition over the 
last 5 years, the artists have produced 
works that delight, engage, and quite 
often awe their audiences by the sheer 
inventiveness and skilled confidence 
exercised in creating the pieces.

For Found Narrative, each artist was 
challenged to re-imagine a work they 
had previously exhibited over the 
last 5 years, to respond to and extend 
the original concept into new works, 
reinterpreting and reconceptualising 
the original materials and techniques 
used.

Curator Jacqueline Schultze says that it 
has been a fascinating journey over the 
last several months watching these new 
works emerge, and closely observing 
each artist’s path towards refining 
a concept to settle on uncluttered, 
compelling works.

Opening the channel - clearing the path - 
between the initial creative vision to the 
final completed work is not necessarily 
a straight line.  Nor should it be.  It is 
through this process of refinement - 
the heart of the creative process – that 
exploration can lead to discovery, to 
development of craft, to further mastery 
of technique for the artist.

The end result is that the works created 
for Found Narrative display a particular 
sense of boldness in the use of materials, 
illustrating the artists’ willingness to 
tackle translating complex ideas into 
intricate yet accessible works.

Found Narrative does not imply that 
narrative has been lost, but rather that 
narrative has been discovered, come 
upon, re-visioned, glimpsed.  Each artist 
has taken that thread - that glimpse - to 
weave a new narrative that speaks their 
own unique visual language.

Exhibition Preview 
12 - 4pm Friday 12 February

 Exhibition Launch 
12 - 4pm Saturday 13 February

Free entry, all welcome
maximum visitor numbers may apply

 exhibition photography by Janet Tavener

images 
(clockwise from top right)
‘Homeless’ by Nola Archer

‘Amphora & Amphoriskoi’ by Denise Lithgow
’Conversations’ by Cathie Griffith 

‘Taking the Air’ by Helen MacRitchie
‘First You Must Burn’ by Pam de Groot
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diary
Sunday 6 February 
CLOSE OF CURRENT EXHIBITION

12 February - 7 March
WHOLE GALLERY EXHIBITION

 X ‘Found Narrative’ 
a national touring exhibition of 
contemporary textile & fibre arts 
by members of the 
untethered fibre artists inc

12 March - 11 April 
WHOLE GALLERY EXHIBITION

 X ‘Creating the Pastel Dream’ 
an exhibition of pastel works 
by members of the 
Pastel Artists of South Australia 
(PASA) 
PASA celebrating 20 years in 2021

16 April - 9 May
THREE EXHIBITIONS

 X ‘Apperceptions’ 
paintings, mosaics & fabric collage by 
Liza Merkalova, Ivan Rehorek  
& Caroline Rehorek 
(HALF GALLERY)

 X ‘Kicking Dust’ 
artworks in various media by 
Janette Humble 
(QUARTER GALLERY)

 X ‘Skillitzaphrenia - Gone Haywire’ 
contemporary glass sculpture by 
Stephen Skillitzi 
(QUARTER GALLERY)

14 May - 6 June
TWO EXHIBITIONS

 X ‘It’s All in the Expression’ 
artworks in various media by 
members of the Red House Group Inc

 X ‘In This Together’ 
an exhibition of artworks to celebrate 
and showcase local artists during 
Reconciliation Week

         A City of Marion Cultural Development Project

talking shop
SPECIAL EVENING VIEWING 
5 - 8pm, Friday 7 December

An opportunity to view the exhibition 
in a relaxed and informal atmosphere. 

Live Music in Next Chapter Gourmet Cafe 
from 5:30 - 8pm

facebook.com/ 
gallerym287

Instagram/ 
gallerym_287

(left) 
sterling silver 
butterfly earrings 
with silver Balinese 
beads
$110

handcrafted jewellery 
by Rob Morrison

‘Cupid, Draw Back Your Bow’ 

(right) 
sterling silver 

necklace Reef Knot 
with Citrine and 
Mother of Pearl

$950

handcrafted jewellery 
by Mary Woolaway

(left) 
Aztec pendant with 
Aventurine stone, 
Sterling silver 
wire & chain
$150

(right) 
Sterling silver ‘Rectangles’’ bangle 

with freeform solid S.A. opal
$390

handcrafted jewellery by David Woolaway

(left) 
Highs and Lows ‘Wind’ pendant  with  
20 carat opal matrix under glass, 
sterling silver setting & chain
$597

(right) 
burning ember ‘Fire’ 

pendant with 
20 carat opal matrix, 

sterling silver 
setting & chain

$597


